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DIGITAL
MEDIA
PAYMENTS
REPORT
(Q1 2019)
Key Highlights:
Payments 2 weeks late or more hit all-time highs
(see page 4)
Apple, Conversant, Ogury, TapJoy and Underdog Media paid
early 100% of the time (see full list of each company, page 10)
A/R Best Practices to help avoid doing business with poorcredit demand partners (see page 11)
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ABOUT OUR PAYMENTS
REPORT
In September, 2017, we had to underwrite Defy
Media invoices for a few new publishers. Since
we buy invoices, we underwrite each paying
company for credit. After we looked under the
hood, we were alarmed with what we saw lawsuits, late payments and collections.
More recently Sizmek has left a lot of SSPs
without payment. The SSPs turned around and
told publishers they aren't paying. This has had
a negative ripple effect across the industry. Our
payment report seeks to help digital media
companies alleviate these risks.

GOAL: REDUCE CREDIT RISK
The feedback we got from sharing data on Defy
Media, and other now defunct networks, was
tremendous.
There's a big push for transparency in digital
media, so we asked ourselves, why not shed
some light on credit data for digital media
companies? This quarterly payment report is
for the industry. It's to reduce risk across the
eco-system.
We hope you find it useful.
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SCOPE OF THE DATA
We analyzed over 4,000 invoices
purchased from digital media
businesses spanning 11 verticals,
ending Q1, 2019.
OAREX is actively funding digital media
businesses including publishers, apps, game
developers, podcasts, SSPs, exchanges, DSPs,
agencies, marketers, OTT, ad-tech and mar-tech
firms. We do that by purchasing A/R invoices
from them.
The number of invoices analyzed in this study
is over 4,000. We analyzed the data through
the end of Q1, 2019.
Collections data is benchmarked against the
net terms each demand partner (payor) says
they will pay on. We also benchmark the data
against historical data for each payor.
This data is made available for you to track and
identify trends in digital media payments.
DISCLAIMER: the data is not meant to give you
any groundbreaking insights. It's simply our
"snapshot" of recent payments across the
digital media eco-system. Also please see the
full disclaimer on page 16 below.
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LATE PAYMENTS: 15+ DAYS
Payments more than 2 weeks
late hit an all-time high in Q1.
We track the timing of payments. If an ad
network says they pay net 60, we check to see
if they are actually paying net 60.
In prior payment reports we have noticed that
late payments are becoming more frequent.
And that the amount of late days is getting
longer.
In Q1, payments that were late by more than 15
days reached an all time high.
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LATE PAYMENTS BY MONTH
Late payments increased
slightly in March, reaching their
highest since May, 2018.
Overall late payments have been on the steady
incline since Q4, 2018. Late payments
bottomed out in November, 2018, when 36% of
all payments were late.
In March, 59% of all payments received from
payors were late.
Q1 was the first time since Q4, 2017 that more
than 50% of all payments were received late.
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PAYMENTS WITHIN 5 DAYS
63% of payments in Q4 were
paid within 5 days - early or
late - of the stated net terms.
Consistent with prior payment studies, most
payments were received within 5 days of the
stated terms. 14% were paid within 5 days
before the stated date; 19% came in right on
time; and 30% of the payments were received
within 5 days after the stated terms.
Although the majority of payments come in
within 5 days (early or late), the late payments
are getting worse and worse.
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KEY TAKEAWAY ON
PAYMENT TIMING
WHAT IS THE CURRENT PAYMENTS TREND?

"Data suggests a payment terms
remain endemic to the industry
and are getting worse"
Late payments remain endemic to the industry.
Two trends you should take notice are include,
first, that late payments have been on the
steady incline. Q1 2019 was the first quarter
since Q4 2017 that we saw three consecutive
months of late payments, each higher than the
last.
Second is that the number of late payments by
more than 2 weeks hit an all-time high in our
data set (dating back to September, 2017).
The late payors are getting worse. And with
recent blow-ups like Sizmek, it's important you
know who is on the other side of your SSP
partner, and if they're a good credit.
See page 9 below about A/R best practices to
protect against future Sizmek-like issues.
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PAYMENT AMOUNT DATA
Payment offsets by advertisers
have gradually decreased over
time across our data set.
Since we began our payment study in May,
2018, offsets have remained steadily on the
decline. 68% of all payments in the last year
have been paid within 1% (high or low) of the
stated invoice amount. In the last quarter, 67%
were paid within 1%. In Q1, 17% of all
payments were overpaid by more than 1% of
the stated invoice amount. Underpayments by
more than 1% of the stated amount fell to 16%
in Q1.
About Fraud & Credit Offsets
We believe that payment offsets as a result of
fraud are not a major issue because of tech
providers blocking the fraud. Additionally
advertisers have "built in" the cost of fraud,
and fraudsters operate at a margin that is
acceptable to advertisers. It's simply accepted
as a cost of doing business. On the credit front,
we have not had any payment offsets as a
result of credit losses. It's worth nothing this
analysis on over/under payments is not a full
picture of offsets across the industry because it
does not include credit offsets like those
experienced from the Sizmek / Defy Media
losses
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PAYOR PERFORMANCE
49% of payors pay late 50% of
the time or less. 26% pay late
more than half the time. 3%
always pay late.
See the full chart, payor by payor, on the
following page.
You can access the full list of approved payors
here: tinyurl.com/oarex-payors
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PAYOR PERFORMANCE

Full list of approved companies:
tinyurl.com/oarex-payors
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A/R BEST PRACTICES
DEPLOY THESE STRATEGIES TO HELP PROTECT
YOU FROM DOING BUSINESS WITH POOR CREDIT
DEMAND PARTNERS.

1. Ask for credit references. If you're signing up
with a new demand partner, ask for credit
references to make sure they pay on time.
2. Look for a sequential liability clause. In the
wake of Sizmek, a lot of publishers were left
holding the loss because of sequential liability.
With a sequential liability clause, the SSPs are
able to pass the loss on to the publisher and
take no credit responsibility. If you see a
sequential liability clause, ask that it be
removed. Also, look at your SSPs demand
partners and run through this list with those
DSPs.
3. Check Glassdoor. We've noticed a trend that
businesses with have poor management tend to
have cash flow issues. Mismanagement is
mismanagement, whether with labor or cash.
4. Make sure they have a U.S. presence. This
way you have recourse against them if they
don't pay you.
5. Check Crunchbase to see how well they're
capitalized and if they have capital to pay you.
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DISCLAIMER

This study is for informational purposes only, is confidential and may not be reproduced or transferred,
in whole or in part, to any other party without the express written consent of OAREX Capital Markets,
Inc. The information contained herein does not constitute any sort of guarantee to any person or
company about the credit rating of another entity. The information contained herein is for illustrative
purposes only and our commentary is based upon certain hypothetical assumptions and events over
which we have only partial or no control. The selection of assumptions requires the exercise of
judgment and is subject to uncertainty due to the effects that economic or other changes may have on
future events. Nothing contained herein should be relied on. Any recipient of this information must
conduct and rely on its own evaluation of the projections provided, the credit worthiness of others,
trends identified, including with respect to the uncertainty involved. No representation or warranty of
any kind is or can be made with respect to the accuracy or completeness of, and no representation or
warranty should be inferred from the information herein or the assumptions underlying it. No
representation or warranty is or can be made as to any company’s future operations or the amount of
any future income that may be realized or loss due to good or bad credit situations. The actual results
achieved will vary from herein, and variations may be material. Recipients of this information are
cautioned not to place reliance on the study. METHODOLOGY: The study is based on selected
receivables purchased by OAREX that paid during the time period in question. So as our portfolio of
client and obligors changes, so does the set of receivables that we are measuring. We do not attempt
to normalize for this, so if our portfolio is not representative of the market as a whole, then our results
shown here won’t be either. All results shown are based on the number of invoices, not the dollar
amount of the invoices. So large invoices have the same weight as small invoices, which may also bias
our results. We do our best to accurately track due dates but Demand Partners may change terms from
time to time and we can’t guarantee we always get the dates correct (if you see something that looks
incorrect, let s know). Many Demand Partners produce revenue estimates and don’t actually finalize
invoice amounts until they are paid. So under/over payment may just be based on estimates versus
actuals, not necessarily because of offsets or other reasons. We try to make sure all our numbers are
accurate, but take all of this with a grain of salt, do not rely on these numbers. ABOUT OAREX
CAPITAL MARKETS, INC: OAREX provides fast flexible funding for digital media companies including
viral publishers, app developers, publishers, SSPs, DSPs and advertising networks, exchanges by
purchasing their media invoices. OAREX takes all collection risk, and completely removes payment
volatility from the equation. BACKGROUND: OAREX is a firm that funds digital media companies by
purchasing invoices. OAREX then collects from the demand partner. These Demand Partners include
agencies, DSPs, SSPs, Exchanges, and other ad-tech intermediaries. OAREX uses this collection data
for its reports. There are many reasons a company can pay late. If they are part of this report then that
means they are approved for purchase by OAREX. If you do not see them on our Approved Debtors list
(link above), that is because we don’t have data on them, or they’re a poor credit. A poor credit means
bankruptcy, tax liens, open collections accounts, or pending major lawsuits. Nothing in this report is a
credit guarantee or an offer. you hereby hold OAREX harmless for any losses you incur in reliance on
this study. For detailed payment data by company visit https://oarex.com/project-rank.
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MEMES (JUST FOR FUN)

@OAREXCM

